We Match.
Instantly.
MojoRank’s AI-enabled
All-Ways Matching technology
revolutionizes the way you
discover, hire and retain talent.

See the best candidates
matched to your jobs, instantly.

Our solution matches candidates to open reqs more
efficiently than any other tool on the market, and it also:
Matches in All Directions
Other talent matching engines just show the best
candidates for each job. MojoRank’s proprietary
matching engine matches jobs to candidates,
candidates to jobs and candidates to candidates (via
the “find similar candidates” feature).
Automates Candidate Rediscovery
You are sitting on a gold mine of talent. Rediscover
and re-engage applicants hidden in your own
recruiting systems.

Intuitive candidate status management

Supports Internal Mobility
MojoRank makes it easy to identify ideal internal
candidates and recommends the best back-fill
candidates.
Supports Diversity Goals

Reverse matching shows the best
job matches for every candidate.

MojoRank’s anonymization capability focuses
recruiters’ and hiring managers’ attention on the
objective facts around candidates’ qualifications to
minimize unconscious bias.
Matches for any Position
Contingent or permanent, project-based or ongoing
– MojoRank intelligently reads and understands job
descriptions and instantly surfaces and ranks the best
candidates with aligned goals.
Matches for any Location
Our proprietary algorithms identify the best-fit talent
no matter where they live, regardless of whether the
position is remote, onsite or hybrid.

Welcome to the Future of Recruiting
Companies that receive thousands of applications can easily get bogged down in the hiring process. MojoRank
eliminates inefficiency and protects investments in human capital by aligning the right talent with the right job, every
time. Training our algorithms on millions of candidates and job descriptions then having each validated by HR experts
has created an unprecedented matching ability.
Powerful Matching Technology with AI

New applicants are carefully evaluated and compared
against all other candidates in your ATS, then ranked
for not just one specific job, but for every open job.
This amplifies efficiency and enables recruiters to
instantly initiate contact with the best matches, without
having to sift through lesser-qualified candidates.
Deployment is fast and easy, since the solution
integrates with any existing HR system and
technology stack, so companies can enjoy its benefits
right away without modifying or replacing any
existing platforms. It can benefit any mid-sized to
enterprise business with a heavy applicant flow,
regardless of the industry.

“ With MojoRank, searching for candidates has been eliminated.

Instead we start reviewing qualified candidates. IMMEDIATELY. “
Greta Fitzgerald, HR Senior Director, iTalent Digital

2X

Rate of
recruitment
doubled

92%

Time saved in surfacing the
best qualified candidate

Want to learn more?
Schedule a demo with our team. Learn how Mojorank can supercharge your hiring efforts.
Contact us: demo@mojorank.com Visit our website: www.mojorank.com

